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Glass Tiles Set the Stage for Creative Drama
Tampa, Florida –September 28, 2008 – “Mosaics create luxury,” says Rita Levine, Diamond
Tech Tiles Marketing Director. This luxurious style comes from the rich color and texture deep
within the body of the glass. Glass tiles have become a very popular choice in surface coverings
because they lend both a contemporary and old world look to any room environment.
Diamond Tech Tiles features a larger selection of Venetian-style and back-painted glass tiles.
“People like variety and assortment, “says Levine. Diamond Tech Tiles offer both.
She also observes that kitchens are being simplified. More people are requesting fewer cabinets,
freeing up more wall space. This type of open space creates the perfect stage for the distinctive
brilliance of the new Mosaic Tile Mixes.
Available in eight brilliant color combinations, these new glass mixes will set the stage for creative
drama in any living space. The ¾” x ¾” tiles have an extraordinary adaptability to different
applications and work well in both commercial and residential environments.
Green materials continue to gain momentum; Diamond Tech Tiles is sensitive to this trend. The
new Mosaic Mixes contain up to 20% post consumer materials which makes them not only
stunning but environmentally friendly.
To learn more about all of our stylish tile products, visit us at www.DTTiles.com
About Diamond Tech Glass Tiles
Diamond Tech Glass Tiles is a new subsidiary of The Daniels Corporation, a family owned and operated American based
company. Founded over 25 years ago, The Daniels Corporation's primary objective is to provide innovative art glass
products, tools and accessories to the tile, architectural, stained glass and consumer market. The company, Diamond
Tech Glass Tiles was created to manufacture unique art glass tiles. As with all Daniels Corp Companies, Diamond Tech
Glass Tiles is dedicated to providing their clients with the best products for the greatest value. They offer several lines of
glass tiles, each with a distinctive look and feel to maximize their clients design possibilities.
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